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Health servicing policy will be used to give good and high quality health servicing without any 

discrimination especially for poor family in the future. Poor family’s wants in getting good and 

cheap health servicing now is still difficult to be gotten. The policy that made by government is 

not maximally to take side for poor family. Health servicing policy will be not easy to solve 

because it has relation with donation that is gotten by hospital to give health servicing for poor 

family. This research was done in Mataram hospital. It had purpose to describe the 

implementation of society health servicing for people or patient that used health insurance card 

in Mataram. 

This research used descriptive fenomenology keys study methode. The writer wanted to know 

the implementation of health servicing policy especially the patient that used health insurance 

card clearly and deeply. The data of this study are primer and secunder data. To collect the data, 

the writer used observation, documentation, and interview that was done to the patient that used 

ASKESKIN and hospital management. 

The result of this study are: the policy that made by Mataram government did not guarantee yet 

for giving good and free health servicing, on the fact, the servicing that was given by hospital 

was not same with the policy. The hospital had reason that the donation allocation to finance 

health servicing of using ASKESKIN that made by government was still milt. 

But now, there is a guarantee for poor family, that is ASKESKIN. For poor family that does not 

have ASKESKIN card yet, based on government and hospital policy, they will still get health 

servicing by bringing poor statement letter. 

In giving servicing for ASKESKIN card uses, usually the doctor did not come directly to see the 

patient. Many patient that used ASKESKIN card has opinion like that. As long as they were in 

hospital, the doctor never come to see them directly, just the nurse that come to take care them. 

Moreover, the patient did not get facilities is like, wheel chair, hospital always said that the 

wheel chair is used or broken. 

In conclution, this research shows that there are some things that is not suitable with minister 

decision about principles in public servicing and health servicing standart that is about giving 

good, high quality and free health guarantee. 

 


